While tomographic inversion has been successfully applied to laboratory-and field-scale tests, here we address the new issue of scale that arises when extending the method to a basin. Specifically, we apply the hydraulic tomography (HT) concept to jointly interpret four multiwell aquifer tests in a synthetic basin to illustrate the superiority of this approach to a more traditional Theis analysis of the same tests. Transmissivity and storativity are estimated for each element of a regional numerical model using the geostatistically based sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE) inverse solution method. We find that HT inversion is an effective strategy for incorporating data from potentially disparate aquifer tests into a basin-wide aquifer property estimate. The robustness of the SSLE algorithm is investigated by considering the effects of noisy observations, changing the variance of the true aquifer parameters, and supplying incorrect initial and boundary conditions to the inverse model. Ground water flow velocities and total confined storage are used as metrics to compare true and estimated parameter fields; they quantify the effectiveness of HT and SSLE compared to a Theis solution methodology. We discuss alternative software that can be used for implementing tomography inversion.
Introduction
Managing ground water resources requires knowledge of aquifer property distributions, since they affect water movement and solute transport. This understanding is often developed and tested with regional numerical ground water flow models, which are used for simulation, prediction, and scenario analysis. Regional models facilitate long-term management of water resources, where they can be used for both evaluation and mitigation of supply and quality issues.
In ground water model calibration, we seek to best represent a complex natural system with an idealized numerical model at the appropriate scale of interest. The scale depends on the intended use of the calibrated model (e.g., flow vs. transport predictions) and the desired detail needed in the predictions. Many regional ground water studies do not attempt to build detailed heterogeneity into large-scale (tens to hundreds of kilometers) flow models, due to the prohibitive costs of detailed sampling over large areas and the computational limits on calibrating multiscale heterogeneity in the model. Regional geologic or hydrologic units are often treated as zones assumed to be homogeneous with a single effective parameter value (e.g., Barlebo et al. 2004 ). This zoned representation may offer computational advantages, but it can yield only large-scale effective properties, which are best for predicting ''ensemble'' behaviors of a ground water system (Yeh 1992; ).
In regional studies that include local-scale heterogeneity (i.e., heterogeneity smaller than the hydrologic unit, at the scale of several model cells), the parameter distribution is often estimated from a steady-state or predevelopment head distribution (e.g., Yeh and Mock 1996) . Heterogeneous transmissivity fields are estimated by manually adjusting parameter values in model cells or zones to match simulated and observed hydraulic heads. More advanced approaches use automated calibration algorithms (e.g., PEST [Doherty 2007] or UCODE [Poeter et al. 2005] ) to minimize the residual between observed and simulated heads (Barlebo et al. 2004 ). Steady-state calibrations are limited to estimating transmissivity (T), and few regional studies attempt to calibrate ground water flow models using transient head measurements due to the large increase in complexity and computational effort.
Basin-scale transient model calibrations are often ill posed and nonunique due to difficulties collecting the necessary and sufficient information to make an inverse problem well posed . As a result, there are many nonunique parameter distributions that equally fit sparse head observations. In other words, traditional inverse modeling efforts often yield ambiguous aquifer characterization. Because of the uncertainty inherent in aquifer parameter and boundary condition characterization, many modelers have developed misleading predictive models of ground water flow and contaminant migration. Because of this, some have seriously questioned the ability to validate ground water flow models at all (Konikow and Bredehoeft 1992; Oreskes et al. 1994; Bredehoeft 2003) .
To improve our ability to adequately characterize and solve inverse ground water problems, we propose using hydraulic tomography (HT). Many researchers have shown that it can be used to characterize heterogeneous hydraulic properties, including Tosaka et al. (1993) , Gottlieb and Dietrich (1995) , Vasco et al. (2000) , Yeh and Liu (2000) , Bohling et al. (2002) , Brauchler et al. (2003) , and Yeh (2005, 2006) . HT involves collecting responses throughout an aquifer due to a sequence of overlapping aquifer tests and then calibrating a heterogeneous ground water flow model using the observed responses from all the tests. Multiple sets of aquifer tests and their observed responses improve the inverse problem, since tests cross validate each other. As a result, the estimated hydraulic property fields become more detailed and less uncertain than those computed from a single set of data.
HT has been applied successively to small-scale synthetic aquifers (Yeh and Liu 2000; Yeh 2005, 2006; Hao et al. 2008) , laboratory sandboxes (Liu et al. 2002 Illman et al. 2007) , and plot-scale fields (Vesselinov et al. 2001; Bohling et al. 2007; Straface et al. 2007; Li et al 2007) . In these small-scale studies, it is possible to stress the entire domain with each pumping well, providing new information throughout the domain from each pumping event. We propose using regional-scale HT to estimate T and storativity (S) distributions for a regional flow model, where the main new challenge is determining how to adequately stress the entire aquifer. Unlike smallerscale applications of HT, it is not possible to pump a single well causing a response throughout the aquifer; both the pumping rate and the test length would be unreasonably large. Realistically, a single aquifer test can stress only a portion of a large aquifer and cause measurable drawdown in only a subset of a basin-wide observation network. At the regional scale, we reformulate HT as an interference problem; the head distribution due to multiple simultaneous pumping wells is observed using a monitoring well network as might be found in a municipal water supply or remedial wellfield (off-duty pumping wells can serve as observation wells). Rather than successively pumping from individual wells, we cycle through sets of pumping wells. In this way, the regional aquifer is repeatedly stressed to the fullest possible extent using existing wells.
We investigate the HT approach for estimating aquifer properties in a regional-scale ground water model; the method results in both more detailed (higher resolution) and more trustworthy (lower uncertainty) estimates. An improved estimate of aquifer properties is necessary to improve the reliability of predictions made with a calibrated model. Estimating aquifer parameters using the sequential successive linear estimator (SSLE; Zhu and Yeh 2005) with tomographic test data leads to better predictions of flow velocities and estimates of total storage for the basin, compared to traditional methods. The numerical analysis in this study was completed on a personal computer, demonstrating that HT inversion can be implemented using existing computer resources.
In this work, we use a synthetic regional confined aquifer to minimize unknown sources of error (e.g., measurement and model errors) that would complicate the analyses. Initially, we demonstrate that HT can be used on a regional scale and then we investigate the robustness of the method by changing the variance in the true field, adding random error to the head observations, and reducing the number of pumping events. Finally, HT was applied using observations of drawdown, rather than head, to investigate the effects of unknown initial and boundary conditions.
Methods
We solve the HT inverse problem using the SSLE algorithm, which is similar to that developed by Yeh and Liu (2000) and Zhu and Yeh (2005) . The SSLE algorithm is an extension of the successive linear estimator that was developed for solving spatially variable parameter inverse problems using a geostatistical framework Zhang and Yeh 1997; Hughson and Yeh 2000) . The implementation of the SSLE used here is coupled with the finite-element flow model VSAFT2 (Yeh et al. 1993) (available for free download at http://www.hwr.arizona. edu/yeh). We qualitatively discuss the key features of this approach; details on the SSLE are found in Zhu and Yeh (2005) .
Because high-resolution parameter estimates are the desired result of tomographic inversion, we independently estimate parameter values (T and S) in each model element; this leads to a large number of free parameters. A successful tomographic approach applied at basin scale must overcome two hurdles. First, a large computational effort is required to estimate the sensitivity of model parameters to model predictions at observation locations. Second, additional constraints are needed to reduce the degrees of freedom in the solution, since there are more estimable parameters than calibration data (an ill-posed inverse problem).
The SSLE approach addresses both of these problems. First, the parameter-observation sensitivities required for the inverse problem are computed using the adjoint approach (Sykes et al. 1985; Sun and Yeh 1992) , rather than using the perturbation approach (as in PEST or UCODE). The perturbation approach changes each parameter independently, running the model forward to compute the corresponding model prediction change. With the perturbation inverse approach, a problem with 500 estimable parameters would require 501 (forward difference) or 1001 (central difference) independent forward model runs per iteration. For the adjoint approach, the effort to compute the model sensitivities is proportional to the number of observation data. This benefits problems with a large number of parameters and sparse observations, allowing sensitivities to be computed more efficiently. Second, due to the geostatistical foundation on which SSLE is built, the parameters being estimated (T and S) are not allowed to vary arbitrarily in space, but rather their distribution follows a geostatistical framework. Regularization (the observation that parameters vary ''smoothly'' in space [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977] ) is also a means of constraining the spatial distribution of parameters (implemented in PEST). The difference between the geostatistical and the regularization approaches is analogous to the distinction between kriging and inverse distance as interpolation schemes. Both kriging and SSLE incorporate additional geostatistical knowledge into their estimates, whereas Tikhonov-style regularization and inverse distance squared are purely empirical approaches. The geostatistical framework does have additional requirements (estimates of the mean, variance, and directionality of T and S), but the accuracy of these a priori estimates is not essential to the success of the algorithm in HT analyses (Yeh and Liu 2000) .
Description of Synthetic Problem
The synthetic confined aquifer used here was designed to be realistically complex, while simple enough to allow straightforward interpretation of the results and the timely execution of many runs required for the robustness analysis. The two-dimensional (2D) model represents a depthaveraged heterogeneous 54 3 27 km aquifer, bounded by a river flowing west to east on the western, northern, and eastern boundaries and a mountain block on the southern boundary ( Figure 1 ). The aquifer has two large bedrock outcrops, which are represented in the model by ''islands'' of no-flow cells (in Figure 1 , inactive cells are gray). The finite-element mesh consists of 519 active square elements, each 1200 m on a side. The river is a specified head boundary condition, ranging linearly from 1015 to 1000 m from west to east (dashed boundaries in Figure 1 ). Specified flux boundary conditions (inflow) were used in four separate sections along the southern boundary to simulate fluxes into the model domain from neighboring basins (dotted boundaries in Figure 1 ).
A random true T field ( Figure 2 ) was generated with an arithmetic mean of 300 m 2 /d and variance of ln(T) of 2.0, whereas the S field had an arithmetic mean of 0.001 and variance of ln(S) of 2.0. Transmissivity was assumed to be isotropic at the scale of the model elements (T x ¼ T y ), but both the T and the S fields were assumed to be statistically anisotropic at the scale of the domain. The correlation scale was 20 km in the east-west direction and 8 km in the north-south direction. The random T and S fields are uncorrelated; they used different random seeds during their generation. Initial conditions were the results of a steady-state simulation with no pumping.
HT was used to estimate the T and S fields by stressing the aquifer simultaneously with multiple pumping wells in a manner analogous to municipal pumping or a ''pump-and-treat'' remediation system. The synthetic wellfield comprised 70 wells: 20 pumping and 50 observation wells. All wells were located randomly within the domain using a Latin hypercube approach to limit spatial clustering. Although no specific effort was made to optimize the wellfield for aquifer parameter estimation, the subset of 20 pumping wells was visually selected to provide good spatial distribution of pumping wells throughout the synthetic aquifer. Pumping wells were assigned to one of four events such that each pumping event stressed most of the aquifer, resulting in overlap between the stressed areas of different pumping events. The pumping well locations are shown as open symbols in Figure 1 : triangles are wells pumped in pumping event 1, squares in event 2, stars in event 3, and circles in event 4. Each pumping event is an aquifer test that lasted 14 d, during which each of the five wells was pumped at 2000 m 3 /d (367 gallons per minute). The initial hydraulic head distribution for each pumping event was the steady-state head distribution. The aquifer response to each pumping event was observed at 50 observation wells (filled dots in Figure 1 ). For this example, we did not include the pumping wells from the other pumping events in the set of observation wells, although, in reality, one would include as many observation wells as possible.
Hydraulic head was sampled continuously at each observation well, but only four observation times from each pumping event were used in the inversion: three at early time and one at late time. These observation times were chosen to minimize the computational effort in the SSLE inversion while providing sufficient information to constrain the aquifer parameter estimates. For noise-free data, observations through time at one location are highly correlated, and each new temporal observation contributes little new information .
The true and estimated parameter fields were compared using spatial distribution maps, scatter plots, and summary statistics. Good parameter estimates produce distributions that are visually ''similar'' and scatter plots with data clustered along the 1:1 diagonal. High correlation coefficient (q) indicates a significant linear relationship between the values of the two data sets, whereas high-rank correlation coefficient (q rank ) indicates that patterns of highs and lows are well correlated regardless of numerical values (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989) . The L1 and L2 norms indicate the differences in the log mean (bias) and log standard deviation of the two data sets, respectively (Yeh and Liu 2000) (low norm values indicate better fit).
Quantitative comparisons were also made between the true and the predicted overall storage for the entire basin. When managing ground water basin resources, accurate information regarding the amount of water available from storage is essential. Last, we compared observed and simulated velocity fields (v x and v y ), which are required in transport simulations. Whereas head is diffuse by nature and therefore easy to match, leading to nonunique solutions, solute transport is governed by advection (flow velocity, the gradient of head), which is much more sensitive to aquifer property distributions. Two head distributions can match observed point head measurements equally well but their corresponding flux distributions (and solute transport behaviors) may be very different. Velocity field comparisons provide a measure of how useful the simulation would be for making transport predictions.
Results

Estimation of T and S using Theis Solution
Aquifer parameters (T and S) are often estimated for real world applications using the Theis solution for drawdown from a pumping well, even if some of its fundamental assumptions are known to be violated. The Theis solution is 2D (depth averaged) and assumes an infinite homogeneous aquifer. We modeled the drawdown observed during each pumping event using the Theis solution to both illustrate the inappropriateness of a homogeneous solution for interpreting heterogeneous regionalscale pumping tests and provide a comparison to the HT results.
We estimated T and S values from the ''observed'' model drawdown at observation wells. For simplicity, we assigned the estimated values to the location of the observation well, resulting in 50 estimates of T and S for each of the four pumping events. Drawdown at each observation well is due to pumping at five pumping wells. T and S are estimated by matching the observed drawdown to the drawdown predicted by summing the Theis solutions for the five pumping wells in a homogeneous infinite aquifer. PEST was used to minimize the sum of squared residuals between the observed and the Theis-simulated drawdown. The estimated parameter values at all 50 observation locations, for each pumping event, were then kriged to the flow simulation grid to generate the eight estimated parameter fields shown in Figures 3A and 3B . The eight model variograms used for kriging were derived by leastsquares fitting an anisotropic exponential model to the experimental variograms created from the Theis results.
Due to the large domain, the simultaneous pumping of the five wells during each pumping period does not cause significant interference between the wells. The radius of influence of the pumping wells after 14 d of pumping (distance from the well to 1 cm of drawdown) varies between 4 and 15 km. However, more important for HT, at least 1 cm of drawdown was observed in 46/50 of the observation wells during at least two of the pumping events, and drawdown was observed in 26/50 of the observation wells for all of the pumping events.
We assigned parameters to observation locations rather than pumping locations because the latter would have resulted in 50 parameter estimates associated with 20 locations, requiring cokriging or additional averaging to be used in the flow model. T and S estimates could also have been attributed to a ''representative'' volume or location in the aquifer, but for heterogeneous aquifers, Theispredicted values may change with time, orientation, and location (Wu et al. 2005 ). This makes interpretation of a representative location or volume difficult, especially with the presence of boundaries. Through the kriging of the intermediate point results onto the final flow simulation grid, we effectively volume averaged the Theis results in an objective and straightforward manner.
Visually comparing the Theis-estimated and true parameter fields (Figures 2 and 3) , one can see that each pair of estimated T and S fields is different and a poor estimate of the true fields. As expected, the results of the Theis analysis are sensitive to boundaries. Although Li et al. (2007) indicate that Theis-based analyses can lead to estimates that agree, on average, with tomographic results, they did not have significant boundary conditions in their problem. The curve matching produced high values of T near the boundaries of the domain ( Figure 3A) , whereas high values of S were consistently predicted in the southwest corner of the domain ( Figure 3B ). The Theis analysis has produced four different distributions of T and S, which represent the head observations associated with the four pumping events. It is clear that the Theis solution does not give any useful information regarding the distribution of parameters (Li et al. 2007 ) because it is a homogeneous model. The hydrogeologist is left to average or decide which estimated parameter field they feel best represents the true field. More realistically, Theis analyses would be performed individually on each pumping test, potentially using distance drawdown to incorporate multiple observation wells at one time, but the hydrogeologist may be unaware that different overlapping tests can lead to markedly different results using a homogeneous model such as the Theis solution.
Although there are obvious limitations to using the Theis solution to analyze drawdown in a finite, heterogeneous domain, the exercise was done to illustrate two points. First, the results from the four pumping events, which used different pumping wells (but had many observation wells in common), do not produce identical or even similar results. This illustrates the fact that the Theis solution does not simply ''average out'' the heterogeneity around the pumping well (Wu et al. 2005) . Although the shortcomings of the Theis solution are ''obvious'' in this synthetic example, it is a common practice to use Theis type curve analysis, with far less data, to analyze aquifer test results. In a real world case, unconfined, leakage, skin, wellbore storage, or partial penetration effects would also be compounded on the boundary and heterogeneity artifacts seen here. Here, these effects can truly be ignored because the data are synthetic. The effects of ignoring wellbore storage or unconfined behavior may have a larger impact on predictions than the effects of ignoring distant boundary conditions, depending on field conditions.
Full Tomography Results
T and S fields were estimated using SSLE with errorfree observations of head from 50 observation wells divided into the same four pumping events used in the Theis analysis. The estimated fields (Figure 4) compare favorably with the true fields (Figure 2 ). Scatter plots of the true and estimated parameters ( Figure 5) show a low degree of bias (small L1 norm). Outlier parameter estimates are primarily located where the model is insensitive to parameter values: in cells adjacent to specified head boundaries and far from observation wells. The true and estimated T and S are well correlated (large q and q rank ). Summary statistics are listed for all the SSLE scenarios in Table 1 (panel a for T and panel b for S). Columns 1 to 4 give statistics for the base case, with no data noise and correctly specified boundary and initial conditions. Columns 5 and 6 show the effects of adding noise to observations and using the wrong boundary conditions (using all four pumping events). The last two columns give the statistics corresponding to the scenarios where the true random T and S fields were generated using the same random seed but different variances.
Since ground water velocity controls the advective transport of solutes, velocity fields were compared as a means to quantify the quality of the SSLE calibration. The x and y components of the velocity are well correlated with small L1 and L2 norms (Figure 6 ). The SSLEestimated T and S fields would produce a reasonable estimate of advective solute transport, since accurate flow velocities are the most important part of a solute transport model. Comparing the estimated and true total confined storage for the entire basin is another form of model validation. This quantity is found by summing the product of S and the area for each element, for all the elements in the domain. The area of all 519 model elements is 7.4736 3 10 8 m 2 , whereas the sum of the S (AES) in all elements is 0.4858 for the true field, giving a true total storage of 3.63 3 10 8 m 3 (8225 acre-feet). The results of SSLE inversion gave AES ¼ 0.6425 (overestimation by 32%), whereas the Theis approach gave AES ¼ 3.029, 2.302, 2.436, and 3.646 for events 1 through 4, respectively; the average Theis result is 2.853 (overestimation by 587%). Although SSLE does overestimate S, it is an order of magnitude better than the Theis solution. We interpret that because of the lack of boundary conditions in the Theis solution, it must overcompensate by overestimating the amount of water coming from aquifer storage. Overestimating available storage could easily lead to fallacious management decisions by basing long-term strategies on misinformation regarding available ground water.
Robustness Analysis
We tested the robustness of the HT inversion by changing several aspects of the synthetic example. First, we repeated the analysis with fewer pumping events, illustrating how HT leads to an improved estimate with additional information. Second, we added zero-mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 m to the head data to better replicate field-measured observations. Third, the HT analysis was repeated with true T and S fields with variances of half (r 2 lnðTÞ ¼ r 2 lnðSÞ ¼ 1) and 1.5 times (r 2 lnðTÞ ¼ r 2 lnðSÞ ¼ 3) the levels of the original analysis. Finally, we reformulated the HT problem in terms of drawdown to minimize the effects of potentially unknown initial and boundary conditions.
Decreasing Number of Pumping Events
One of the main strengths of HT is the ability to use multiple data sets to estimate a single coherent parameter set. To illustrate the improvements from inverting multiple tests together, the analysis was repeated, each time removing more pumping events from the analysis. Inversion was performed using pumping events 1 through 3, 1 and 2, and pumping event 1 on its own. The scatter plots of true vs. estimated T and S for each analysis are presented in Figure 7 , and the results from using all four pumping events are shown in Figure 4 .
The T estimate improved as more pumping events (each with different pumping wells but the same observation locations) are inverted together. The cloud of points, representing T in each element of the flow model, moves closer to the 1:1 line as two and three pumping events are jointly inverted. This type of improvement is typical when inverting tomographic aquifer tests. Each pumping event adds new information to the overall estimate of the aquifer parameters, but no single pumping event by itself results in better parameter estimates than analyzing two Figure 5 . Scatter plots of estimated T and S using SSLE. Table 1 Comparison Note: q and q rank are the correlation and rank correlation coefficients. L1 and L2 are norms indicating bias and error in standard deviation, respectively. data sets simultaneously. The addition of each pumping event to the inversion process produces a smaller incremental improvement to the estimated parameters than the last addition, illustrating the diminishing returns of including similar data. Addition of a fourth pumping event noticeably decreases the quality of the estimated T field, whereas the quality of the estimated S field remains approximately the same, as can be seen in the summary statistics in Table 1 . Using all four pumping events together may not produce optimal results for both parameters (in a nonsynthetic case, this would be difficult to quantify), but the SSLE results remain a very good estimate of the parameter distributions. In all scenarios, we used an SSLE convergence criterion of a 5% relative change in the estimated parameter variance.
Random Error Added to Observations
For the baseline analysis, the observations were noise free. In this case, we corrupted the data with unbiased Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 m to simulate more realistic observations. Corrupting the observations smooths the parameter estimates; however, the estimated parameter fields still generally agree with the true fields ( Figure 8A ), as can be seen by the high q rank values. Corrupting the data effectively decreases the pumping well radius of influence (decreasing the signal to noise ratio), resulting in fewer observation wells with significant drawdown signal and increasing the scatter of the predicted flow velocities ( Figure 8B ). For the noisy data analysis, the same four observation times were used from each observation well and the same convergence criterion was used. This criterion aims at avoiding perfect fits between the observed and the simulated heads at the observation wells; this is useful when the observations are noisy.
The data can be smoothed before using them in the inversion process (e.g., with a moving average or wavelet smoothing), or the forward and inverse models will effectively do the smoothing, because the models cannot perfectly match noisy data. To improve the convergence of the inverse method, unexplained (especially biased) noise should be investigated and dealt with, if possible, to reduce its impact on the inverse solution (Xiang 2007) .
Different Variances in True T and S Fields
In the previous cases, the true T and S fields were generated for a variance in ln(T) and ln(S) of 2. Here, we examine the effect of using a smaller and larger log variance (r 2 lnðTÞ and r 2 lnðSÞ of 1 and 3). Increasing the variance in the true field resulted in much poorer parameter estimates. Both q and q rank are smaller and the norms and larger (columns 7 and 8 in panels a and b of Table 1 ). The . Scatter plots of SSLE inversion using different pumping events (top row is T, bottom row is S); A, B = event 1 only; C, D = events 1-2; and E, F = events 1-3 (see Figure 5 for events 1-4).
larger T and S parameter ranges associated with the larger variances are more difficult to estimate. As expected, the parameter estimates from the case with a lower variance are more accurately estimated (the true parameter fields are smoother) due to less nonlinear relationship between the head and the parameters .
Drawdown-Based Estimation
For all previous analyses, the true initial conditions were used, and the boundary conditions used to generate the initial condition were also used in the inverse model. In a real world case, aquifer tests are rarely begun from equilibrium and the aquifer's boundary conditions are often poorly known; therefore, a scenario was performed where these were specified incorrectly.
A zero-drawdown specified head boundary condition was specified at all elements around the outside edge of the domain-even for the specified flux and no-flow boundary conditions in the true model (the two bedrock outcrops were still specified as no-flow). At all the observation locations, the drawdown from the pretest condition was used in place of the simulated head. The results from this exercise, shown in Figure 9A and summarized in column 6 in panels a and b of Table 1, indicate that very good results are still obtainable even when the initial or boundary conditions are poorly known. The predicted velocity components ( Figure 9B ) are not as good as in the case where the initial condition and boundary conditions are perfectly known, but the prediction is still reasonable, indicated by the high q rank values.
Discussion
Although a synthetic study can never take into account all the uncertainty potentially present in real world field problems, such as the potential mischaracterization of a hydrologic system, it can isolate the issues related to data availability and aquifer test design. In this case, we have used the same model type and grid to compute the ''true'' and inverse solutions; therefore, there is no estimation error due to epistemic uncertainty.
Viability of Other Methods
This work stresses the benefits of using tomographic aquifer tests, and their inversion can be carried out with a variety of different tools. All the results computed here were done using SSLE and the finite-element 2D flow model VSAFT2. Fewer than 10 iterations in SSLE were needed to meet the specified convergence criterion.
Qualitative comparisons of the possible combinations of different ''machinery'' that could be used to implement the HT inversion outlined here are beyond the scope of this paper, but a similar implementation could be done using public domain software such as MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) , PEST, or UCODE, which use the perturbation approximation to the sensitivity.
If other methods are used and aquifer properties in each element of the forward model are estimated, then a regularization technique must be employed to reduce the effects of overparameterization. One could effectively increase the number of observations by adding regularization ''observations'' that the parameter distribution is smooth. Alternatively, one could decrease the number of parameters being estimated. This can be accomplished using a pilot point method (RamaRao et al. 1995) , where kriging fills in the model grid with aquifer parameters from a smaller set of estimated values. Another means of accomplishing this is through the singular value decomposition threshold method (Doherty 2007) , where only those parameters with large singular values in the estimation process are included. This reduces the dimensionality (A) Scatter plots of SSLE-estimated T and S using drawdown and incorrect boundary conditions and (B) scatter plots of x and y components of velocity for SSLE-estimated T and S using drawdown and incorrect boundary conditions. of the inverse problem without choosing a priori which parameters are more important or where pilot points should be located.
Kalman filters are another class of candidate inversion algorithm; they are popular in control and systems engineering and have been applied hydrologic problems in different ways (Chen and Zhang 2006; Goegebeur and Pauwels 2007) . They are more general than nonlinear least squares, since model and measurement noise can be incorporated directly into the inversion process, obviating the need for smoothing noisy data, but they do not have any means of incorporating the spatial correlation between the parameters into the estimation process, as SSLE does.
Conclusions
Based on the numerical experiments performed on the given synthetic regional domain, transient HT inversion using the SSLE is shown to work well for estimating the aquifer parameters T and S on a regional scale. Although all the simulations performed in this work have been done using the SSLE adjoint-based inverse method, this is not the only option.
We address the test scale issue that arises from applying HT to a basin-scale problem by using multiple wells distributed across the basin in each pumping event. We feel this is a realistic way to address the scale problem in a manner that can potentially be applied to monitored municipal or treatment wellfields.
The tomographic approach to analyzing aquifer test data could potentially be used on existing monitoring data. In many basins, there are collections of operational data and numerous aquifer tests that have been conducted through time, which may not provide a great deal of useful basin-wide information individually, but when analyzed together, they can create a whole that is greater than the sum of the parts. Results of this study appear to echo the call by : It is time to change the way we collect and analyze data for aquifer characterization.
